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Felt  panels made from recyclable,  formable
polyester f iber and woolF

Exceptional  acoustic properties that wi l l  improve
speech intel l igibi l i ty and room reverberationE

Smart  array of shapes and sizes,  easi ly instal led
in endless patterns to control  room acousticsS

Inspiring  design of the panels that meet aesthetic ,
economic and ecological  requirementsI

Gorgeous  style with various colors,  depth and
patterns,  making every space a better placeG

New  generation of surface materials that both,
absorb noise and elevate interior designN
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FELT PANELS are offered in numerous standard
shapes and sizes, along with endless
customization possibilities. Additionally, the wide
range of color options and combination
opportunities can create any desirable pattern
design. The panels are lightweight and easy to
install on any surface with direct adhesion or via
hangers.

FELT CLOUDS are a stylish addition to any
ceiling, easy to install, and can be customized
through the use of wide array of shapes,
dimensions and colors. Adjustable to various
heights and angles, the clouds can be installed
on concrete ceilings, drywall and in suspension
with ajdustable wire system.
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FELT DIVIDERS are an eco-friendly way to
absorb sound, add privacy, color and style in
any open plan workspace, enhancing speech
intelligibility and turning the space into a
pleasant working environment.

The dividers are fully customizable in size,
shapes, perforation patterns and colors.

DESK DIVIDERS can be placed on desks in
straight or "L" shapes via special legs, also
made from felt.

SPACE DIVIDERS can be either placed on the
floor with special legs or hanged from the
ceiling with adjustable wire system.
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WIDTH (485mm) 
LENGTH (485mm) 

SQUARE FELT

WIDTH (485mm) 
LENGTH (242.5mm)

RECTI FELT

WIDTH (485mm) 
LENGTH (485mm) 

BEVEL FELT
WIDTH (485mm) 

LENGTH (485mm) 

TRI FELT
WIDTH (407mm) 

LENGTH (235/470mm) 
 

BEELIVE FELT

WIDTH (485mm) 
LENGTH (485mm) 

TETRIS FELT
WIDTH (727.5mm) 
LENGTH (485mm) 

L FELT
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WIDTH (485mm) 
LENGTH (485mm) 

FRACTI FELT
WIDTH (970mm) 

LENGTH (970mm) 

BOR FELT
WIDTH (485mm) 

LENGTH (485mm) 

STRIPE FELT
WIDTH (485mm) 

LENGTH (485mm) 

WAVO FELT

WIDTH (485mm) 
LENGTH (970mm) 

RISE FELT
WIDTH (485mm) 

LENGTH (970mm) 

REFLI FELT
WIDTH (485mm) 

LENGTH (970mm) 

TIDE FELT
WIDTH (485mm) 

LENGTH (970mm) 

DIA FELT
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CUSTOM FESIGN
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Shape
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Choose a
Color

STEP 3

Specify
Dimensions

STEP 4

Select a 
Pattern

STEP 5

Contact Us

THICKNESS

DIMENSIONS PER SHEETS

DENSITY

METERIAL

mm

mm

gr/m²

12/16/24

1480/3000

2200

TECHNICAL CHARECTIRISTICS UNIT VALUE

COLOR

FIRE CLASS

100% Polyester
65% Recycled

Available in 
RAL colors

B-s1,d0

https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/m%C2%B2


ADDRESS

DECIBEL PLC.
Botevgrad 2140, Bulgaria
№ 1 Industrialna Str.

EMAIL ADDRESS

contact@decibelinternational.com

https://www.instagram.com/decibel_acoustics/?hl=en
https://www.facebook.com/DECIBELBULGARIA/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/decibelinternational/?originalSubdomain=bg
mailto:contact@decibelinternational.com

